
 

 
 

 

 

HP Data Protector 8.00 List of Implemented Enhancements 

and Resolved Issues 
 

List of implemented enhancements and resolved issues 

  

Global ID Summary 

QCCR2A36224 HP-UX 11.23, DP 6.2, CRS using a lot of memory, possible memory leak. 

QCCR2A36410 Session Missing from IDB for MS SQL Restore 

QCCR2A36618 Invalid block sequence number: XXXX expected 0. 

QCCR2A36713 SSEA stops responding trying to SCSI query ST tape device file name 

QCCR2A42522 debug.log filling up with [DynBufOptimizeSize] requested message size: XXXXXX 

larger than maximum: XXXXXX 

QCCR2A43473 Object copy of StoreOnce data throws "cannot open device"  error 

QCCR2A32703 Consistency check in 6.2 slower than 6.11 

QCCR2A34841 Cannot exclude/filter system reserved partition from backup 

QCCR2A36124 Unable to restore to network share which originated from Blue Arc Filer 

QCCR2A37569 DP 6.2  0 MB incremental NDMP backup are denoted under Internal Database 

with status "failed" 

QCCR2A43537 IPC Cannot Free Shared Memory Segment 

QCCR2A31610 Barcode Scan of Library fails 

QCCR2A33506 GUI problem in displaying Russian filenames 

QCCR2A35461 DP6.20/VBDA-ECC backup problem/could not connect to Inet in order to start 

VBDA 

QCCR2A40574 Documentation related to importing WORM media to a cell 

QCCR2A40766 DP v6.21 EMC  support of ICDA with IA 64 

QCCR2A43489 Configured device order not respected with load balancing 

QCCR2A44926 VM restore and  Connection reset by peer 

QCCR2A28758 VEPA Bad catalog access for message #21488 in set 154 

QCCR2A31020 Data Protector Installation service terminated unexpectedly 

QCCR2A35015 VMware GRE request catch 22 when Linux was selected 

QCCR2A35226 Continuous spike of RDS at 100% on Linux 

QCCR2A36489 CS/omnisv/Linux ****** omnisv -start, status, stop fails for uiproxyd 

QCCR2A39883 RSM should abort RMA on multiple cleanme requests 

QCCR2A42069 File was not backed up in any backup session in the restore chain being 

consolidated. 

QCCR2A45077 Library filter makes no effect on the "List of Pools" report 
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QCCR2A27865 SCTL_DisableEncryption() fails while trying to disable encryption on an LTO-4 

QCCR2A30640 NDMP BMA ends abnormally in NdmpMark after 100 media 

QCCR2A32606 Command line install to Windows host fails from Linux Cell Manager 

QCCR2A33908 Too slow resolving on the R1 side in Solaris ZDB 

QCCR2A35121 Trans logs backups not included in point in time recovery after copy of trans 

session 

QCCR2A37411 Oracle crosscheck backup does not cleanup environment variable 

OB2MAINTENANCE 

QCCR2A40569 ***EADR**** of a Domain Controller fails - Cannot write: ([112] There is not 

enough space on the disk. ) 

QCCR2A42166 MaWriteBuffer: Position of copy and original tape position isn't equal! 

QCCR2A43662 StoreOnce cleanup session displays unwanted critical message 

QCCR2A45380 Remote installation to Linux client fails 

QCCR2A36879 Data Protector ending abnormally when OMNI_HOSTS variable is set 

QCCR2A39449 Omnicc ****** Licensing check shows as non compliant 

QCCR2A41075 NDMP NETAPP DP 6.21 NDMP Restore issue 

QCCR2A27909 Exporting of encrypted tape does not create key in export directory 

QCCR2A33742 Dp 6.11, Win2008R2 The disaster recovery wizard was unable to find 

"object/drive" backed up. 

QCCR2A35079 Exchange VSS Object name display GUID rather than Man Readable name. 

QCCR2A35570 Missing of data block detected, expecting block XXXXXX ! 

QCCR2A36525 Win 2008 - SPS 2010 VDI, one of the content databases is not being shown in 

the GUI 

QCCR2A36772 VEAGENT restore of second disk fails into directory or GRE 

QCCR2A36773 GRE fails to query object versions if vm has versions dating back to 6.11 

QCCR2A37344 MSM ending abnormally // -delete_unprotected_media ******* Strange media 

session 

QCCR2A41642 Cannot open device (StoreOnce error: The object store is not ready) 

QCCR2A43714 DPSPI6.2 DP_CheckLongBackup_UX is a cause of OpC30-3404 when No 

currently running session 

QCCR2A34995 sometimes devbra shows the same serial number for tape library and drive 

QCCR2A35345 Document of GR patch should be written with correct information 

QCCR2A36377 VEAgent silent loss of VMDK descriptor files although available in tmp 

QCCR2A37077 After file backup, file access time is not restored to original value 

QCCR2A38141 With EXTSHM=OM (for tape spanning backup) on AIX. Oracle backups fail: 

Oracle control file backup failed 

QCCR2A39813 IDB - CM Win2003 32bit - RDS frequently ends abnormally after DP upgrade to 

6.20 

QCCR2A40004 Media devices getting re-ordered by the BSM 

QCCR2A40054 REPORTING***  SMTP doesn't work after upgrade to 7.0.1 

QCCR2A40572 Documentation needed for DP SharePoint integration on granting user 

permissions 

QCCR2A32946 ZDB/IR Support For VMWare Linux Guest on EVA Storage 
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QCCR2A36372 DP 6.11 HPUX 11.23 -  Internal DP error 

QCCR2A38536 Copy from StoreOnce device to diff device type takes more space than original 

data 

QCCR2A41321 GUI ends abnormally when adding a SQL Server backup specification 

QCCR2A41601 Format of a NDMP medium fails with "Invalid physical device type => aborting" 

QCCR2A42125 SMTP Reporting not working since upgrade to 6.21 and latest patches 

QCCR2A42954 After installing latest patch, Media Agent takes a long time to get COMPLETED 

after unloading media 

QCCR2A44579 Could not connect to cluster node 

QCCR2A29856 Change Log Provider not used after Cluster Failover 

QCCR2A30236 MA / Devbra segfault on two Linux hosts 

QCCR2A32609 BR0376E Unknown file 'g:\oracle\sid\sapreorg\cntrltrx.dbf' restored by backup 

utility 

QCCR2A35970 BSM loops if encounters write-protected tape 

QCCR2A37159 NDMP Restore operation has failed 

QCCR2A27854 Scheduler option to check for and start missed backups during provided 

timeframe. 

QCCR2A29914 Requests DP Restore GUI context is changed so list file the same as DP Restore 

GUI context. 

QCCR2A30293 SANCONF incorrectly handles short names 

QCCR2A33127 [90:161] Cannot write filemark. (Details unknown.) 

QCCR2A33917 Inet results in a segfault 

QCCR2A34319 The Oracle Check Configuration cannot be performed, because there was an  

error in omniresolve. Permissions might not be sufficient to run omniresolve 

QCCR2A34892 Customer wants Progress percentages in the Session Report 

QCCR2A36876 DP 6.2 - IS ugpraded from 6.0 fails to update CC component on 

11.11/11.23_PA clients 

QCCR2A38752 xSM / MMD / OMNICC ****** Wrong Licenses on DP 6.21 Cell Server / 

Linux kernel 3.x 

QCCR2A43966 debug.log:  "StrFromUserSessionId: "x.y.z": not in correct format" 

QCCR2A30343 "omniforsg.ksh -primary -upgrade" failing with host name lookup failure 

QCCR2A32364 Win GUI for the available space reporting as a negative number when it's over 

2TB 

QCCR2A36348 DP 6.20 CS W2008 / MA-NDMP  W2003 // NETAPP NDMP Server, // VTL 

// Error 12:200 No valid Host Name or Host Not Found. 

QCCR2A39873 Cannot traverse: ([3] The system cannot find the path specified. ) => not backed 

up. 

QCCR2A40185 License not available "On-line Extension for ONE UNIX system” 

QCCR2A42345 vepa_util.exe command with option "--unlock-vmotion" not working on Linux 

QCCR2A29806 Data Protector states that DB2 backup succeeds yet nothing is backed 

QCCR2A30915 import of encrypted media on target cell failing with error retrieving encryption 

key 

QCCR2A35946 DP 6.2 NDMP Restore with unknown error 

QCCR2A38115 6.21 patch will not install on Redhat Cell server where binaries are on nfs mount 
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point 

QCCR2A38137 Debug log filling with keycatalog messages during backups 

QCCR2A40046 VEAGENT restore of selected disk from full backup reads full backup. 

QCCR2A40055 Since the upgrade from P 6.11 to DP 6.20, SNMP traps stopped  working in 

OVU. 

QCCR2A40580 Sharepoint BAR agent ends abnormally during restore 

QCCR2A42143 Support of ClusterDatabase writer for backup / restore with Microsoft Volume 

Shadow integration module. 

QCCR2A43102 Security issues with the CRS ending abnormally 

QCCR2A43212 VE agent backup fails with SOAP 1.1 fault: SOAP-ENV:Client[no subcode] 

QCCR2A26165 Request for ability to prioritize backup and copy jobs based on importance 

QCCR2A29341 A change in the configuration is found hence instant recovery is not possible. 

QCCR2A33736 [Critical] From: BMA Bad message format. 

QCCR2A36378 Incorrect varbind sent  SNMP traps from Linux Cell Manager 

QCCR2A36624 Vcenter VM  move disabled by "_DP_VEPA_BACKUP_RESTORE_LOCK_' 

QCCR2A38024 text file busy messages on AIX push patch updates 

QCCR2A39176 Customer requests fix for QCCR2A29856 - CLP not used after cluster failover 

QCCR2A39743 omniiso ending abnormally when using OMNI_HOSTS 

QCCR2A39744 problems during creation of VSS backup when there is segregation between 

backup LAN and production LAN on VSS server 

QCCR2A40068 SQL Restores are not working 

QCCR2A41074 DP 6.21. Cannot open device (JSONizer command failed [internal error]) 

QCCR2A42883 NDMP restore of full directory fails with "DAR restore positionTape: seek failed at 

offset" message 

QCCR2A43072 Data Protector v7.0 remote installation for Gentoo fails. 

QCCR2A28300 Since 6.11 upgrade & patches, unnecessary license warnings displayed daily 

QCCR2A31394 Performance got worse after update to 6.20 

QCCR2A32362 DP 6.20 SSEA ZDB backup failing when 

SSEA_CREATE_TEMPFILE_FOR_RESOLVE=1 

QCCR2A36698 AIX DA modification for DirectIO environment 

QCCR2A42052 "omnir" CLI does not properly handle "-as" parameter 

QCCR2A42662 SQL 2008 Backup compression with ZDB 

QCCR2A29811 There is not enough free space in the following disk group to perform a backup 

for this storage volume 

QCCR2A31152 Wake On LAN wait configuration 

QCCR2A31627 Notification ******* "StartOf Session" is not logged with Oracle backup. 

QCCR2A32019 SAP ZDB backups fail: File System Status set to SMB_OS_ERROR 

QCCR2A34553 Lost connection to VBDA 

QCCR2A35937 VMWare GRE doesn't list backup versions if Datacenter resides in a folder 

QCCR2A37154 heavy IO load on CMMDB server since installing patch-suite + hotfixes 

QCCR2A38785 6.2,, EADR of Win2008 Cluster fails w/ "IOCTL_DISK_GET_DRIVE_LAYOUT_EX 

reported a disk problem" 

QCCR2A38795 Debug.log file flooded with messages when SRD backup is performed. 
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QCCR2A39784 DP 6.11 NDMP backup DUMP size 7Tb  session reports total backed up 2TB 

QCCR2A40295 XP array Instant Recovery (IR) license is not recognized by Backup Session 

Manager 

QCCR2A42024 Restore of virtual machine to NAS data store fails with IPC read error. 

QCCR2A41645 StoreOnce Software daemon fails to start 

QCCR2A44778 7.0 Installation media are missing multiple files for OES11 

QCCR2A44924 VEPA agent terminates abruptly 

QCCR2A28363 session_errors report does not include warning from Oracle rman 

QCCR2A29390 devbra does not correctly recognize drive serial number 

QCCR2A29812 |GetVSArray| Unable to init CSA is logged into debug.log 

QCCR2A29813 Internal error in ("ma/xma/rma.c /main/hsl_dp61/hsl_hpit2_2/3":2967) 

QCCR2A30023 VM Common Settings keep defaulting to a diff desired value 

QCCR2A31033 [OEM]PRI=3/omnimlist fails. 

QCCR2A32693 omnidb -catalog output is misleading when done with Log File or Log Directory 

QCCR2A33741 Windows Native GUI does not show warning messages in Japanese 

QCCR2A34837 OpenVMS post exec procedure does not send output to SM and stops 

responding 

QCCR2A36877 Medium export failed, due to failure in export of encryption keys 

QCCR2A36878 omnidb ****** DP 6.21 Output of omnidb -filesearch has truncated columns 

(ObjName for example) 

QCCR2A36943 No data for user USER@DOMAIN in Inet's impersonation configuration. 

QCCR2A37343 BMA - Unknown internal error 

QCCR2A38279 GUI lists media copy for restore 

QCCR2A40577 DP online help is misleading for network shared disk backup on Windows 

2008/Vista. 

QCCR2A40629 Critical Tape Alert message to be changed 

QCCR2A43155 VEAgent Restore of Windows 2008 Virtual Machine (VM) fails for Windows 

2008 R2 guest OS. 

QCCR2A36118 StoreOnce Deduplication-Consolidation requires a second gateway 

QCCR2A38941 DB2 restore is happening more than once if parallelism is greater than one 

QCCR2A40581 SRD file contains non critical objects 

QCCR2A40607 Documentation related to change log provider and cluster failover 

QCCR2A42452 NDMP SnapMirror restore  mirrors not broken automatically although 

SMTAPE_BREAK_MIRROR was set 

QCCR2A29037 omnirpt ends abnormally with single_session report containing large messages 

QCCR2A33727 Got unexpected close from Filesystem restore DA 

QCCR2A35763 Exporting a client results in failed backups when user_restriction file is in place 

QCCR2A39783 Unable to restore using GRE in a  clustered Vcenter environment 

QCCR2A40047 [Installation of client from the GUI displays '[Critical]  The cell_info file is 

probably missing or not accessible.' 

QCCR2A41646 Deletion of unprotected media fails with message "StoreOnce error: Bad object 

key" 

QCCR2A42348 Oracle ASM ZDB Integration backup fails with "SP2-0306: Invalid option" error 
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message 

QCCR2A36714 Guide for DataProtector with ACSLS in firewalled Environments is not available 

QCCR2A37359 MMA ****** Medium verification returns "cannot find daID=1 in the table" or  

"cannot find daID=0 in the table 

QCCR2A31101 DP skips some versions of the hotfixes while listing the installed patches 

QCCR2A34375 DP 6.2 CS Linux  // DLC Collect debug files from GUI does not work on Linux 

CS 

QCCR2A35692 Exchange 2010 backups stops responding in GetExchangeTopology() 

QCCR2A36703 6.20  VBDA ends abnormally during CONFIGURATION backup 

QCCR2A37924 Query regarding licensing 

QCCR2A38441 RSM ****** Session waiting for busy media is not Queuing *** No mount 

request on a busy tape for restore 

QCCR2A40764 Incorrect number of required On-line Extension Licenses 

QCCR2A42472 Exchange 2010 Restore session completes but is marked as aborted 

QCCR2A33740 Received ABORT request from RSM (ERR: Media Agent aborted.) 

QCCR2A34840 Multiple reconnects during cluster failover give BMA timeout - problem in BSM 

QCCR2A36790 Exchange VSS Restores using the incorrect session id to restore from 

QCCR2A37135 Copy catalog to MCF does not export catalog when LOG_FILES is used 

QCCR2A37567 No data is restored on X9000 Granular NDMP restores 

QCCR2A37926 SQL restore fails with : The log in this backup set terminates at LSN 

3467000001550500001, which is too early 

QCCR2A38443 DP 6.21, Solaris 10 client update, [110:101] Client import failed! 

QCCR2A40768 License ****** Single Server Edition License not accepted by Linux CM 

QCCR2A43422 Non-existent volumes are shown in DP GUI when file systems are browsed 

QCCR2A43617 multiple devbra instances and /tmp/ioscan.out file usage 

QCCR2A35527 Creating a unique key for encryption with omnikey tool fails 

QCCR2A35613 Tuning parameter MaxCrsConnections missing in global file 

QCCR2A35968 BMA reports"Encryption could not be enabled on the drive, session will be 

aborted." 

QCCR2A36226 DP 6.11, omnidbutil -readdb failed for one fnames  file,   136:32] Bad import 

file format in file "fnames.i011-247.bk.fin.local.txt" 

QCCR2A36769 VEAgent independent disk make the backup to fail. 

QCCR2A37131 Cannot forward block. (Details unknown) (DP6.21) 

QCCR2A37578 Oracle archivelog backup stops responding 

QCCR2A39026 GUI ends abnormally on Windows 7 and Windows XP 

QCCR2A39216 After updating to latest GR patches, symbols/icons of AIX clients in DP GUI 

changed 

QCCR2A42276 CS/BSM ****** backup preview fails if one of the hosts is not reachable 

QCCR2A43660 Some copied objects show zero size 

QCCR2A29216 Restore goes over LAN 

QCCR2A31500 Device filter does not work for list bigger than 48 lines 

QCCR2A32975 DP6.2  localizations issue – Critical 

QCCR2A36503 Offline Oracle ZDB does not start target database after replicas are created but 
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after the data is backed up 

QCCR2A37396 MS SharePoint Granular Recovery Extension Install problem 

QCCR2A43092 No data devices detected when configuring TS3200 + ULT3580-HH5 on AIX - 

supported? 

QCCR2A43882 omnicc reports incorrect licenses for vCenter 

QCCR2A44423 new SpectraLogic tape library does not appear to be encrypting 

QCCR2A29805 File is shorter than it was when it was opened 

QCCR2A31455 Require support for backup and restore of extended attributes on Fusion file 

system for HP x9000 NAS 

QCCR2A34997 After scanning a cartridge it is set to Write Protection= Yes 

QCCR2A39468 omnib -select fails with HOST object 

QCCR2A31422 [90:188] Medium full. Cannot append. (Medium is full.) 

QCCR2A31796 Upgrade of client fails with "the cell _ info file is probably missing or not 

accessible" 

QCCR2A32024 MSM/NDMP ****** MCF files fail to be imported in DP 6.11 and  6.2 

QCCR2A33907 Unable to restore data across cells within MOM environment 

QCCR2A37162 Cannot get information on file '/var/opt/omni/tmp/rcvcat22157.exp' Error: 2 

QCCR2A37583 PERFORMANCE / Restore : DP 6.2 Slow Restore on Windows 2008 Storage 

Server 

QCCR2A38507 SAP ******  After the restore with saprest.exe files do not have the time stamp 

from backup start. 

QCCR2A41076 VBDA backup - Volume Shadow Copy Service error: Unexpected error 

VSS_E_WRITER_STATUS_NOT_AVAILABLE 

QCCR2A29075 You have chosen an interval which doesn´t include   all the sessions needed to 

compose a full restore chain 

QCCR2A31016 CLI / omnicreatedl ******  omnicreatedl fails to create a datalist if multiple 

hosts with too many filesystems selected 

QCCR2A32949 DP doesn’t have the ability to change replica ID for maildb (NFS file) during 

restore of Lotus Domino 

QCCR2A34344 DP 6.11 encryption is failing when oracle user  is owner of the backup 

QCCR2A35463 DP 6.2 license TD590AA doesn't work  on Data Protector (HP-UX)- B6951AA 

QCCR2A35972 After upgrade to 6.20 DP is not able to start the PC with the magic packet 

QCCR2A40758 DP v6.21 Virtualization integration performs backup of incorrect resource pool 

QCCR2A34383 BMA-NDMP ends abnormally during backup 

QCCR2A36620 Error receiving catalog data from the BMA - introduced on 8 sites after installing 

b621 

QCCR2A36626 NDMP component does not delete nor update .patch_ma 

QCCR2A36975 Script execution timed out => aborted by the Session Manager 

QCCR2A44638 Instant Recovery Fails due to problem with ASM instance 

QCCR2A44945 This backup will not start because the P9000 XP Disk Array Family license is not 

available. 

QCCR2A29389 Cannot open device (IPC Read Error) 

QCCR2A29392 VSS warnings "The process cannot access the file because it is being used by 

another process" 
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QCCR2A31600 A session report containing UMA messages does not display correctly in a 

Japanese environment 

QCCR2A32366 6.11 winomnimigrate.pl fails with errors 

QCCR2A32368 GUI does not produce warning pop-up when a non-existent filesystem is manually 

added to the backup spec 

QCCR2A35350 GUI displays "You have attempted to show all available nodes for the database 

(Oracle) that is not  ..." when ECC turned on 

QCCR2A35945 SSPNT620_008 introduces a problem when browsing a VEAgent restore 

directory 

QCCR2A32625 Doc: VEPA backup session does not report error which is encountered by VC 

QCCR2A37100 No ACSLS Support on  Linux x32/x64 

QCCR2A40182 OB2BLKPADDING_xx parameter is not read correctly 

QCCR2A41323 License ****** MoM can't feed licenses to client/PP 

QCCR2A33061 Truncated SNMP traps are sent by  SUSE 11 Linux DP 6.11 Cell Manager 

QCCR2A33913 DP 6.2 Enabling Encrypted Control Communication - cannot enable for >35 

clients 

QCCR2A34002 ITRC_SW: Configurazione Libreria Quantum 

QCCR2A36880 Global Variables do not carry over on upgrade 

QCCR2A37157 CRS stops responding ****** Non responding cell manager service after use of 

omnicheck -patches utility. 

QCCR2A40067 A logical volume was not found within the volume group. 

QCCR2A40471 GRE restore is failing with  "claims based authentication" mode 

QCCR2A40756 Cannot open: ([0] The operation completed successfully. ) => not restored. 

QCCR2A42307 VE Agent log contains ambiguous messages 

QCCR2A42568 Cannot write to device (StoreOnce error: 

CLIENT_DATA_SESSION_IN_ERROR_STATE) 

QCCR2A45238 Size of restored file does not match the size of file at backup time 

QCCR2A27898 Backup does not complete 

QCCR2A29306 User preferred PVG 'XXX' is not available for replication. 

QCCR2A30877 GUI Search Interval does not allow for Daylight Saving time 

QCCR2A32610 Failed to attach to the command device 

QCCR2A33370 Backup reports SRD information could not be collected 

QCCR2A37053 DB2 re-direction restore to another instance not working. 

QCCR2A37097 AMDR does not restore user.dat registry files 

QCCR2A38442 6.11 SUSE 11 SP2 Linux remote installation fails with error "Unsupported 

architecture/OS type" 

QCCR2A38526 Sanconf utility does not work anymore if encryption is enabled. 

QCCR2A38938 MMA stops responding if reading from write protected media 

QCCR2A32691 Event log filled with "Not enough Free Media" 

QCCR2A33362 Object copy error "Wrong parameter(s) for message 222,00 in set 157, error: 

87" 

QCCR2A34401 Session stops responding after canceling mount request. 

QCCR2A34755 VBDA ends abnormally during CONFIGURATION backup since upgrade to 6.20 
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QCCR2A36304 DP 6.2 Volume shadow copy "not a valid mountpoint" 

QCCR2A36707 DP 6.11,WORM media,   Error 90:51 ? Cannot write to device [13] Permission 

denied, write-protected cartridge. 

QCCR2A37212 NDMP/CORE ****** Unable to restore file from previous backup ****** 

QCCR2A38281 VBDA ***** After upgrade to 6.21 NFS mountpoints backed up as local 

mountpoints 

QCCR2A38371 SANCONF ****** (24) dp6.11 Sanconf bug 

QCCR2A39028 Got unexpected close from Filesystem restore DA on 

QCCR2A39122 Consolidation job continue to completion even when "corrupt" media 

encountered 

QCCR2A40767 Backup preview fails with "IPC Cannot Allocate Shared Memory Segment" 

QCCR2A42050 Restoration of ZDB SQL 2008 failed by SQLSTATE:[42000] CODE:(3271) 

QCCR2A42299 Virtualization Environment agent debugs contain email address 

QCCR2A42693 mmd keeps consuming memory indicating a memory leak 

QCCR2A43124 Header of "List of Sessions" reports  created with wrong time format 

QCCR2A43356 During Restore from ZDB VSS Volumes ( file system backup ), a single file restore 

is not possible with direct positioning to the data segement 

QCCR2A30665 Backup of dir with excluded dirs on OES2SP2 was full (with excluded dirs!) 

QCCR2A31625 Cannot write filemark. ([5] Input/output error) 

QCCR2A33368 Hard link errors from VRDA during Disaster Recovery 

QCCR2A33880 When RMAN is scheduled manually, the BSM will wait the 

SmWaitForNewBackupClient period when the session is aborted before shutting 

down 

QCCR2A34548 Unable to copy exchange 2010 session to tape via CLI 

QCCR2A34559 The OB2BAR Backup DA reached its inactivity timeout 

QCCR2A36244 6.20 BMA ends abnormally during reconnection 

QCCR2A36709 GUI does not display all folders for single mailbox restore 

QCCR2A37136 Latest GR patches results in object copies not using multiple source devices 

QCCR2A37582 CSM *** over ID is lost during copy operation, CSM cannot recycle source 

object **** omniobjcopy does not respect "sourceprotect none" option 

QCCR2A38282 GUI client ibm rs6000 aix-7.1 icon unknown 

QCCR2A40069 omniresolve fail to get File System during check configuration 

QCCR2A40759 Backup of Oracle recovery catalog fails with "Invalid mode of operation." 

QCCR2A31329 IDB ******  orphaned filenames information left over in (mom) IDB 

QCCR2A31540 BSM/OMNITRIG ****** Sessions triggering a post-backup copy remain in 

monitor "like interactive" 

QCCR2A34551 Fallback to legacy filesystem backup was not allowed. Aborting the backup. 

QCCR2A37927 VEAgent restore session report misses DS destination information 

QCCR2A40765 Data Protector CLI "omnicellinfo" displays vCenter client information 

inconsistently. 

QCCR2A44846 Catalog protection of aborted objects are not set to  "none" 

QCCR2A22067 ACSLS SSI daemon stops responding on an almost daily basis 

QCCR2A30224 Incremental backups change to full backup 
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QCCR2A30810 CLI ****** DP 6.11 using omnimm, it is possible to change media condition 

settings even if the Media Pool is using a free pool 

QCCR2A33735 VEPA GUI barlist creation warning 

QCCR2A35935 DP when customer  runs a vmr back up , trying to do a test , error message :no 

objects found for restore 

QCCR2A38246 STK ACSLS libraries support on Linux for 64 bit. 

QCCR2A39522 Vmware DP GRE GUI "Handle Requests" giving "Unknown error occurred while 

processing last call" 

QCCR2A39878 Cannot write: ([5] Access is denied. ) => not restored. 

QCCR2A40094 Permission of the directories on Linux/Unix installations are inconsistent 

QCCR2A42022 VE agent Restore fails with message "Could not create disk '<Disk name>' 

because of a block size mismatch" 

QCCR2A32487 After installing patches, omni_info is empty. 

QCCR2A37148 Cannot use wildcards in excludes (eg *.ldf) 

QCCR2A37153 OMNIDBUTIL ****** Option to track media status and list failed copies 

QCCR2A37600 NOTIFICATION ****** DP 6.11 End Of Session notification doesn't honor 

critical level setting 

QCCR2A38751 VMware Legacy VM config not working after upgrade from 6.11 to DP6.21 

QCCR2A39880 Auditing Info GUI does not show correct list of objects for the selected sessions. 

QCCR2A40422 Volume Restore Disk Agent (VRDA) fails with "Missing of data block detected, 

expecting block nnnn" message 

QCCR2A35223 ER for BE | ZDB EVA support for Oracle 11g RAC ASM on 2003 R2 x64 

QCCR2A37573 OMNITRIG ****** DP 6.20 / DP is started on either cluster node it always 

starts with an error 

QCCR2A38020 DP 6.11, Poss 4Tb limit for data written by a device drive as displayed by 

`omnistat -sess <sessID>` 

QCCR2A40000 Backup fails with error "ASR information could not be collected. Aborting the 

collecting of system recovery information" 

QCCR2A40576 DP Online help does not include information about the registry key 

"FilesNotToBackup" 

QCCR2A42047 Skipped mirroring of object "<Object Name>" 

QCCR2A42129 Oracle backup fails with '[61:2052]  Bar backup session was started but no 

client connected in <number> seconds.' 

QCCR2A31032 The notifications file is being overwritten after patch update 

QCCR2A31305 DP6.20 problem with ACSLS access control 

QCCR2A33366 "Look up Schedule" not reporting Schedule Time 

QCCR2A35462 BSM ends abnormally after parsing OMNI_HOSTS setting 

QCCR2A35536 Omniobjcopy limits number of arguments 

QCCR2A37165 SAPREST reports "Aborting connection to RSM. Abort code -6. 

QCCR2A38460 GUI ***DP 7.0 used media is not listed in DP GUI Internal Database Session 

properties 

QCCR2A39516 Install of 6.21 patch bundle should not be checking status of mmd when it is 

using CMMDB on MOM server 

QCCR2A42913 ZDB backups fail with "Cannot find command device." 
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QCCR2A44003 Random error : (StoreOnce error: Bad object key) 

QCCR2A44534 Upgrade of MoM server configured with Service guard cluster fails with 

"cmviewconf: not found" message 

QCCR2A30783 SCIOLSTART and SCIOLSTOP fail with err. No. 22 (EINVAL) 

QCCR2A33130 memory leak in BMA 

QCCR2A35609 DP 6.2: Skipped mirroring of object 

QCCR2A36123 /Configuration backup fails, Faulting module name: sysnfowxp.dll 

QCCR2A37152 License ****** S/W:DP6.2/OS:WinServer2008R2 x64/ license errors. 

QCCR2A37552 Cannot write to device ([1100] The physical end of the tape has been reached. ) 

QCCR2A39717 GUI methods used to launch a consolidation force one to specify a logging level. 

QCCR2A39771 HyperV Localization NON English 

QCCR2A44781 GRE Sharepoint - Windows SharePoint Services Search service has no full read 

permissions for all content databases. 

QCCR2A27910 omnikeytool -create reports success when actually failed on Solaris. 

QCCR2A31937 DP 6.11, SLES10, "Phantom"-Slots in file library, "unknown", blue ? 

QCCR2A35036 Backup Statistics MBytes total=6124 twice the size of Backup size = 3113 MB 

from OB2BAR_DB2BAR 

QCCR2A36715 Windows GUI is duplicating exclusions in datalist files 

QCCR2A36766 omnimm -delete_unprotected_media -all  "There are no unprotected media to 

delete" even with expired media 

QCCR2A37065 When resolv.conf is enabled, omnidb reports "[12:1602] Cannot access the Cell 

Manager system. (inet is not responding)" 

QCCR2A40064 Cannot connect to Media Agent on system xxx, port 65535 

QCCR2A42447 CRS using too much memory. 

QCCR2A32363 Fake sessions restarted after cluster failover 

QCCR2A33391 ER for ZDB/IR on RedHat with Oracle integration 

QCCR2A34725 GRE does not show SharePoint Report Library content for recovery 

QCCR2A37584 Problem on shared ESL712 with NDMP configured drives 

QCCR2A39119 GUI reports media session as running until reconnection to CRS 

QCCR2A39820 Lotus restore of data on more than one tape. Missing of data block detected 

QCCR2A39928 vStorage Image restore bkup succesful, but current object versions not listed in 

rest GUI 

QCCR2A41078 Port scanner causes Disk Agent to end unexpectedly. 

QCCR2A42132 CLI ****** problem with "omnimm -repository_barcode_scan" after upgrade to 

6.20 - format changed 

QCCR2A42704 Unknown slots after a failing barcode, even after the barcode scan has been 

fixed. 

QCCR2A43999 SQL restore to another instance on another host requires other host instance to be 

configured 

QCCR2A31017 omnirpt ends abnormally when running list of sessions report with many datalists 

QCCR2A33733 Pre/Post Exec Scripts cannot be configured to be executed on a Vcenter 

QCCR2A34560 DP 6.2 Scsitab entry to support T10000C Drive and SL3000 Library on solaris 

platform 



 

Global ID Summary 

QCCR2A36874 [DP6.21] Report parsing error for Japanese media status (utf-8) 

QCCR2A38527 Debug.log fills with "Size does not match: UniqID: DDP690-mhs Old: XXXX, 

New: XXXX" 

QCCR2A40757 KeyStore Database corrupted after upgrading to DP v6.20 

QCCR2A44814 Failing to start stores.  Abort Message: Exception [HousekeepingException]: 

thrown in .... 

QCCR2A31428 Configuration object 'SYSVOL' not restored in Primary mode AD restore 

QCCR2A34347 Font size in the output of pre/post exec becomes strange 

QCCR2A35464 Need fix for QCCR2A26308. 

QCCR2A36011 ese_bar restore: No application name specified. Create a new backup 

specification. 

QCCR2A36875 DP6.11, Failed backup filesystem AIX error 80:1031 

QCCR2A38132 Oracle backups do not release DLLs BrandChgUni.dll, libde.dll and libae.dll after 

backup 

QCCR2A38134 Unable to IR restore from Oracle11gR2 RAC 

QCCR2A38788 Media Agent report incorrect value of total size to SM for File Library. 

QCCR2A39769 Enabling debugs results in Oracle backup failure. 

QCCR2A30377 VBDA ends abnormally in Win32InsertNewNodeIntoTree() 

QCCR2A30524 4603050802 - [81:304]   /dev/rdsk/c5t0d2  Object is a mounted filesystem. 

QCCR2A31291 BMA-NET reaches IPC_MAX_CONNECTIONS 

QCCR2A32608 GUI: Unable to include a previously excluded object in a HOST UNIX object 

backup 

QCCR2A33367 Oracle backup failing with "Bad file format" and unable to get the configuration 

file 

QCCR2A33573 Media Agent    *****  24x7, 6.2 11.31, Configuring a StorageTek ACS 

Library Device 

QCCR2A34061 Silent data loss suspected probably due to hostname object too long 

QCCR2A34723 GRE does not show SharePoint Tasks for recovery 

QCCR2A35611 Data Protector 6.21 GUI displays multipath devices incorrectly 

QCCR2A37947 Simplify Installation Server depot for implementation of hotfixes. 

QCCR2A38139 DR not available for UEFI partitions and creation of ISO image fails. 

QCCR2A39444 After installing 621 bundle and latest patches, VBDA ends abnormally. 

QCCR2A39818 If restore client is changed from VC to ESX, GUI displays no Media found 

QCCR2A40583 Virtual Environment Integration Agent Restores very slow when using SAN mode 

QCCR2A42417 StoreOnce media not readable after backup abort - Cannot open device 

(JSONizer error: Read failure) 

QCCR2A42526 Mailbox exceeded the maximum number of corrupted items specified for this 

move mailbox operation 

QCCR2A32188 24x7, 6.11, 2008 ----- Extended  List of media  report 

QCCR2A33918 Some scheduled sessions not starting 

QCCR2A35458 "omnirpt command" lookup schedule report fails to display information. 

QCCR2A35459 SQL Advanced Properties stop responding when trying to manipulate 

Logical/Physical file names for instant recover 



 

Global ID Summary 

QCCR2A35610 omnidb and omnirpt out of sync after upgrade. 

QCCR2A37151 After multiple changes to MSSQL barlist, -fg exclusions are removed 

QCCR2A40056 SG/ESL G3 Turning ESKM off makes media blank 

QCCR2A41079 VBDA - Cannot back up files with a pathname longer than 1024 characters 

QCCR2A42152 VE agent backup is marked as successful even when error occurred 

QCCR2A31642 ***SAP*** SAP Archive logs restore fails from copy 

QCCR2A37163 Hostname Upper Case / Lower Case Issue 

QCCR2A40186 IDB DP 6.11/windows 2008/omnidb -filesearch -name fails with Unknown 

internal error 

QCCR2A40582 VEPA Integration with memory file and quiescence fails with message "VSS 

quiescence failed" 

QCCR2A30638 Invalid physical device type 

QCCR2A34415 File was not backed up in any backup session in the restore chain being 

consolidated. 

QCCR2A35534 Estimated library capacity consumption cannot be changed with latest patches 

QCCR2A37238 ORA-27193: sbtinfo2 did not return volume label 

QCCR2A37570 Import of a cluster with a large number of resources (network name) fails with 

CRS ending abnormally 

QCCR2A40178 DP 6.21 license TD590AA and TD594AA don't work (again) 

QCCR2A42055 Failed to see SAP archive logs from restore screen 

QCCR2A43641 6.11 11.31, Oracle ZDB backup failing Error connecting BAR2 to DMA 

 


